Grid-scale electricity storage
using an innovative form of
Compressed Air Energy Storage

The Market is Moving
On the surface, various aspects of the market are giving conflicting signals: batteries
have piled into the Frequency Response market, collapsing its price, and are starting
to look at STOR (though only longer-duration batteries can bid for it); the Capacity
Market continues its downwards trend albeit much more slowly; and on the positive
side the Fast Response market has opened up for 10MW plants, having previously
only been available above 49MW.
But look below the surface (what we call the market fundamentals) and things are
changing quite strongly in a positive direction. Examples of this include:
1. The blackouts on August 9th showed the need for real inertia, and also gave
us an opportunity to discuss again how our neighbouring countries in future
will not have surplus electricity to export when we need to import, so we can't
rely on interconnectors for our core demand.
2. These blackouts showed the ever-increasing market share of intermittent
generation, which is increasing fundamental demand for balancing and
ancillary services. Meanwhile National Grid's total expenditure on these
services (and curtailment) continues to rise inexorably. We could provide
these services without these ever-increasing prices.
3. Reflecting the first of these points, almost coincident with the blackouts,
National Grid announced a Stability Pathfinder to monetise / incentivise both
inertia itself and all the inertia-related services that we've been pointing to for
3-4 years as being up-side potential revenues for our plants.
4. National Grid are also running another Pathfinder to procure Black Start
competitively - always previously such contracts have been negotiated
bilaterally, i.e. behind closed doors. While we're not located in either of the
two locations identified, when we can bid competitively this provides for yet
more of our up-side potential revenues.
5. Mark is, on an ongoing basis, in the group being consulted by National Grid
ESO on their business plan etc., and sees a much greater degree of
receptiveness than ever before to alternative ideas and to accepting the
shortfalls in the way things have been managed until now, with a view to
correcting them. Mark has written about many of these problems and
proposals in his blog and feels that these ideas are increasingly welcomed.
6. The European Commision passed a directive in May this year, with UK
approval, that (among many other things) enables regulators to grant
derogations to grid operators to finance storage if it's not being built. This isn't
yet enacted into UK law, isn't targeted for that until October 2020 and may fall
foul of Brexit, but the UK wants to remain part of ENTSO-E and the European
Single Market for Energy for which it must enact the directive. National Grid
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Investments had previously been interested in financing our first TES CAES
plant.
7. There is increasing interest from financiers in taking on a modicum of
technical risk, largely driven by the ~2trn washing around in both London and
New York without anything to invest in that pays significantly positive interest
rates. Even a few pension funds have earmarked funds (small for them, huge
for us) for such investments - especially in the area of clean energy
infrastructure, where we sit.
8. Even the downwards trend in Capacity Market prices can be seen as a
positive: it's driven by 85% of the last T-4 auction round (T-4 is what interests
us: up to 15-year contracts procured up to 4 years in advance of delivery of
power) having been won by one-year contracts, meaning that capacity is not
being procured for years into the future and rival investments are therefore not
being made.
So the directors are increasingly optimistic, with the message: "Hold on tight - it may
be a bumpy ride but it'll get there and be exhilarating when it does."
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About Storelectric
Storelectric (www.storelectric.com) is developing truly grid-scale energy storage
using an innovative form of Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES). This uses
existing, off-the-shelf equipment to create installations of 500MW, 2-21GWh with
zero or low emissions, operating at 68-70% round trip efficiency, at a cost of £350m
(€500m) (estimated for 3rd – 5th plant), and a levelised cost cheaper than that of
gas-fired peaking plants (OCGT). Capex is one-third that of pumped hydro per MW
and 1/75th per MWh; similar to 10-year target prices of batteries per MW and less
than 1/1,000th per MWh. There is potential in the UK to store the entire continent’s
energy requirements for over a week; potential in mainland Europe and the USA is
greater still, with global roll-out planned.
The next stage is to build a 40MW, 200MWh pilot plant with over 62% efficiency
(grid-to-grid), using scale versions of the same technology, for which Storelectric is
currently raising funds. Construction will take 2-3 years from funding, and the first
full-scale plant a further 3-4 years. The consortium includes global multinationals
who cover all the technologies involved, their installation, financial and legal aspects.
Storelectric has a second technology, CCGT CAES, which is the only CAES
technology that is retro-fittable to a suitably located gas-fired power station (either
CCGT or OCGT). As such it is a very good value technology that can almost halve
emissions and add storage-related revenue streams, giving new life to stranded
assets. It is an excellent transitional technology.
In the future, Storelectric will further develop both these and hybrid technologies, and
other geologies for CAES.
About the Author
Mark Howitt is a founding director of Storelectric. He leads
Storelectric’s technical and operations, minimising
technological risk, maximising efficiency and environmental
friendliness, and speed to market. His degree was in Physics
with Electronics. He has 12 years’ management and
innovation consultancy experience world-wide. In a rail
multinational, Mark developed 3 profitable and successful
businesses: in commercialising his technology, in logistics
and in equipment overhaul. In electronics manufacturing, he
developed and introduced to the markets 5 product ranges
and helped 2 businesses grow strategically.
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